How to measure for
Standard Roller Shades
Step One: Inside or Outside?
INSIDE MOUNT

OUTSIDE MOUNT can give
somewhat better light‑blocking,
but covers up all (Standard)
or some (First‑Tier) of your
window trim. For casement
windows (window cranks, locks
and screens on the inside), we
recommend outside mount to
avoid interference with these
items.

Standard Roller Shades require
1/2” of depth to install (end
mount) or up to 2” to install
fully recessed.

For best results, use a steel tape measure
and carefully measure to the nearest 1/8”.

INSIDE MOUNT

OUTSIDE MOUNT

1.

If you have a standard beveled 2 1/4˝ trim, or 3 1/2˝ trim, you
have the option of measuring on the first tier of the trim or to
the edge of the trim. Edge of trim is recommended for 2 1/4˝
trim; first tier is recommended for 3 1/2˝ trim.

3.

Note: Our Roller Shade fabrics are
trimmed 1 3/8” narrower than the
width you order, a process that
ensures smooth operation, but
creates a small light gap.
For this reason we strongly
recommend a full outside mount
for backout roller shades.

Inside Mount Width
Inside Mount Height

2.

 easure width across the
M
top, center and bottom. Use
narrowest width.
Measure length left, center and
right. Use longest length.
Order product Inside Mount

1.

2.

3.

If measuring to the edge of the trim, measure from
edge to edge across the top, middle and bottom for
the width, and from the top of the upper trim to the sill
(or bottom of lower trim) for the height. Use longest
length.
If measuring in the first tier, measure width from the
outer edge of the first tier on one side to the outer
edge of the first tier on the other side, measure in 3
places and use largest width. For the height, measure
from the upper edge of the first tier on top to the sill
(or lower edge of the first tier on the bottom).
Order product as Outside Mount

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS ABOUT MEASURING CALL 800.963.9832.

First Tier Outside Mount Height

Step Two: Measure

OUTSIDE MOUNT
FIRST TIER

Standard Outside Mount Height

INSIDE MOUNT shows off
your window trim, but requires
sufficient depth to accommodate
your chosen window coverings.
Inside mounting is ideal for sash
(double‑hung) windows.

OUTSIDE MOUNT
STANDARD

First Tier Outside Mount Width
Standard Outside Mount Width

How to measure for Standard Roller Shades
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS

Made to order, sized to fit.
Depth Requirements
Inside Mount

StandardLift (End Mount)
Standard Lift (Ceiling/TopMount)

Finished Product Size Relative to Ordered Size
Inside Mount

Outside Mount

Install

Fully Recess

Headrail
Width

Fabric Width

Headrail
Width

Fabric Width

1/2”

2”*

-1/8”

-1 3/16”

Ordered
Width

-1 1/16”

1 1/2”

2”*

-1/8”

-1 3/16”

Ordered
Width

-1 1/16”

*Fully recess dimension is only an estimate. Dimension will change based on fabric and height of product.

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS ABOUT MEASURING CALL 800.963.9832.

